
Dr. Kriti Bharti of Saarthi Trust filed Public

Interest Litigation in the Raj.High Court at

Jaipur Bench, objecting to the provisions

of registration of child marriages, request-

ing to quash the amendment, alleged that

the Raj. Government misinterpreted the

order of the Supreme Court and confused

it.

Jodhpur: A Public Interest Litigation (PIL)

petition has been filed by Jodhpur based

Saarthi Trust’s managing trustee Dr. Kriti Bharti

in the Rajasthan High Court, Jaipur Bench chal-

lenging the constitutional validity of Rajasthan

Compulsory Registration of Marriage

(Amendment) Bill, 2021 which has the provi-

sion of registering child marriages in Rajasthan.

On the other hand, Dr. Kriti Bharti has plea to

quash the provision of registering of child mar-

riages which will lead to Rajasthan a Child

Marriage Hub.The Rajasthan Legislative

Assembly on 17 September passed the

Rajasthan Compulsory Registration of Marriage

(Amendment) Bill, 2021. In this amendment

bill, the government has made provisions for

registration of marriage of a girl below 18 years

of age and marriage of a boy below 21 years

of age in one month. This provision of child

marriage registration has been challenged in

Jaipur Bench of Rajasthan High Court by

Jodhpur based Saarthi Trust’s Dr. Kriti Bharti,

Managing Trustee and Rehabil i tat ion

Psychologist who is internationally renowned

for the annulment and prevention of child mar-

riages. In this Public Interest Litigation, the

Government of Rajasthan, the concerned

departments and the National Commission for

Protection of Child Rights have been made

parties and pleaded for an early hearing.

World Top Ten Activist Dr. Kriti Bharti, who

has annulled 43 child marriages and has

stopped more than 1500 child marriages so

far, filed a Public Interest Litigation in the Jaipur

Bench of the High Court through Supreme Court

advocate and former member of Delhi Child

Rights Protection Commission Shashank

Shekhar. Petitioner Dr. Kriti Bharti says that

through this amendment, the government has

tried to give registered recognition to the mal-

practice of child marriage which is a cognizance

offence.

Spend a month in rajasthan, you will get

certificate

Dr. Kriti Bharti says that the future conse-

quences of giving registered recognition to child

marriages will be quite fatal. To get the gov-

ernment certificate of child marriage, people

will come to Rajasthan for a month and will

dump their children into child marriages. Due

to which Rajasthan, which has been already

famous for years for having the highest preva-

lence of child marriages in the world, will turn

into a child marriage hub by this amendment.

Apart from this, many facts have been pre-

sented in the PIL.Misinterpretation of Supreme

Court order Petitioner Dr. Kriti Bharti of Saarthi

Trust has mentioned in PIL that the Raj.

Government has also misinterpreted the 15-

year-old Supreme Court's 2006 judgment as

a reason for passing the Rajasthan Compulsory

Registration of Marriage (Amendment) Bill.

Rajasthan Government has also not completely

followed the orders of the Supreme Court which

were given in judgment.

The path of Child Marriage Annulment

will be difficult - 

Dr. Kriti Bharti who is the pioneer of child

marriage annulment campaign in the country,

told in the Public Interest Litigation that after

this new amendment, the path of child mar-

riage annulment will become very difficult.

Victims will be forced to bear the brunt of child

marriages for the entire life.

Jurisdiction of High Court

Dr. Kriti Bharti said that the amendment bill

has been passed in the Rajasthan Legislative

Assembly. This Bill will affect the entire chil-

dren of Rajasthan. In such a situation, the

Rajasthan High Court has the primary juris-

diction of hearing. In such a situation, a Public

Interest Litigation has been presented in the

Rajasthan High Court, Jaipur Bench.

Dr. Kriti Bharti Leading in Annulment of

Child Marriages

It is noteworthy that Dr. Kriti Bharti, who

was included in the list of 100 Inspirational

Women of BBC, took a unique bold initiative

by getting the country's first child marriage

annulled which was also included in Limca Book

and World Records India and CBSE syllabus.

So far, Dr. Kriti has annulled 43 child marriages

and has stopped more than 1500 child mar-

riages. Dr. Kriti Bharti was graced with the title

Real Sherni of India at the launch of the movie

Sherni starring Bollywood Actress Vidhya

Balan. American chocolate company Hershey

had also dedicated a special edition of choco-

lates to Dr. Kriti Bharti by putting up her photo

and work on chocolate cover and sleeves. USA's

Tafed Magazine has included in the list of World

Top 10 Activists. She has been awarded with

many national and international honours.

They say-

With this amendment bill, Rajasthan will

again go back for hundred years. The provi-

sions of the Prevention, Annulment and

Punishment of the Prohibition of Child Marriage

Act 2006 will be completely abolished. Victims

will not be able to break the shackles of child

marriages.

-Dr. Kriti Bharti, Managing Trustee and

Rehabilitation Psychologist, Saarthi Trust,

Jodhpur

N
on-violence is the

weapon  o f  t he

strong people. Non-

violence is the greatest force

at the disposal of mankind.

Only the one who has no fear,

who is non-violent and com-

mitted to values can stand up

against the oppressor. If you

follow this fact, then you will

clearly understand who is fear-

less and who is fearful in the

present time, who is moral and

who is corrupt? In the last 300

days, the Indian public has

shown unprecedented restraint

and self-confidence in spite of

the violent, chaotic, undisci-

plined and undemocratic activ-

ities of the farmers' movement

against the three agricultural

laws. Be it the recent violence

in Lakhimpur Kheri or the

repeated Bharat Bandh, it has

become a cause of trouble for

the people. Highways were

blocked, protesters blocked

rail traffic on railway tracks. Life

became chaotic, the life of the

common man did not stop in

the midst of troubles, and bit-

ter experiences were felt. The

extremity of violence was also

seen again and again.

Whereas non-violence is

the most powerful weapon, if

there is complete honesty in

it. But whether there is a peas-

ant movement in the country

or other similar political move-

ments, the occurrence of vio-

lence in them has become a

cause of great concern.

Situations of violence and ter-

rorism have created instabili-

ty and fear in life. The extrem-

ity of violence in this holy land

of non-violence is unimagin-

ab le .  In  the country  o f

Mahavira, Buddha, Gandhi

and Acharya Tulsi, making

violence a weapon of selfish-

ness is a matter of serious con-

cern. In this complex environ-

m e n t ,  A c h a r y a  S h r i

Mahashraman's undertaking of

non-violent lifestyle and its

training through the special

undertaking of Ahimsa Yatra

and motivating them to become

non-violent by conducting inter-

acting campaigns among peo-

ple of different religion, caste,

class, sect is not only relevant;

rather, it is a necessity of

national life.Acharya Shri

Mahashraman started  the

non-violence journey on 9th

March 2014 from  the  Red Fort

ramparts of the capital Delhi.

He spread the message of non-

violence and peace by travel-

ing around seventy thousand

kilometers across nineteen

states and three neighboring

countries. 

Acharya Mahashraman's

determination, strong morale

and self-confidence made this

campaign a successful event.

This journey of Acharya

Mahashraman is impeccable

and reached in Naxalite and

Maoist areas in the adverse

circumstances of earthquake,

corona in Nepal. This is a sign

of true determination. It is a

fortunate coincidence that the

closing ceremony of this Yatra

will be held in the capital Delhi

on 27 March 2022.

Acharya Mahashraman's

journey to non-violence in the

remote areas of the country -

including neighboring countries

like Nepal, Bhutan and Sri

Lanka, Assam, Bengal, Bihar,

Madhya Pradesh, Orissa,

Karnataka, Tamil  Nadu,

Maharashtra, Rajasthan,

Chhattisgarh etc. and special

emphasis on non-violence

proved worthwhile for the

establishment. Because today

the country and the world is

terrified and terrorized by the

great deluge of violence. Caste

issues, communal hatred and

lack of primary necessities of

life are the reasons which are

promoting violence and

Acharya Mahashraman is try-

ing to control these reasons.

One of his innovative ven-

tures in these various endeav-

ors is 'Ahimsa Yatra'. Today

Ahimsa Yatra is the only move-

ment which is contemplating

the interest of the entire human

race. To implement the plan

of non-violence, he has cho-

sen the powerful medium of

padyatra. 'Charaiveti-Chariveti

Charan Vai Madhu Vindati'

has become a special thread

of his life.

Acharya Mahashraman

represents the non violence in

such a wonderful unbeliev-

able manner which has been

illuminated in the past by

Mahavira, Buddha, Gandhi,

Acharya Bhikshu, Acharya

Tu l s i  a n d  A c h a r y a

M a h a p r a g y a .  A c h a r y a

Mahashraman is giving a new

vision to this fading tradition

of the past. This new vision can

be called the beginning of a

new man, a new world, a new

era. He is unique and shows

a shiny picture of the spiritual

rainbow. We see him like a

banyan tree which gives a

feeling of coolness and human-

ity to the entire community. In

t h i s  w a y,  A c h a r y a

Mahashraman made the mem-

ories of the past as the basis

for the initiation of his image,

while his present effort and

future dreams are also becom-

ing a part of it. When he casts

the light of his transparent

eyes on the small matters of

life, it seems as if the rays of

the sun spread on the foggy

road. 

Changes of the mind are

removed and the cloudless sky

has risen. Have you ever seen

a plaintiff from above? On

rainy days, the valleys often

look like a bowl full of clouds,

and nothing is visible. Then

suddenly a wind blows and

sweeps away all the clouds and

one can see the glowing green

color of the trees. Just like the

wind are the words and efforts

of Acharya Mahashraman. The

clouds of non- violence, neg-

ativity have disappeared under

the aura of his shine.

Acharya Mahashraman

explored every aspect of the

development of human con-

sciousness. From the tradition

of Shri Krishna, Shri Ram,

Mahavir, Buddha, Jesus as

well as many saints of the

Indian spiritual sky - Adi

Shankaracharya,  Kabir,

Nanak, Raidas, Meera etc.

He did a wonderful job. There

is no such dimension of life

w h i c h  h a s  r e m a i n e d

untouched by his discourses

and thoughts. He shed detailed

light on the esoteric secrets of

Yoga, Tantra, Mantra, Yantra,

Sadhana, Dhyana etc. Also his

revolutionary life-view on many

subjects like politics, art, sci-

ence, psychology, philosophy,

education, family, society,

poverty, population explosion,

environment, violence, eth-

nicity, corruption, political crim-

inalization, feticide and world

crisis of inflation is impecca-

ble.  When his series of dis-

c o u r s e s  b a s e d  o n

Uttaradhyayan and Shrimad

Bhagavad Gita came out, he

ushered in a new revolution in

the spiritual world. Like

U t ta r a d h y a y a n  b y  a

Jainacharya, it is not only sur-

prising but also inspiring to cor-

rectly interpret the revered

text of the Sanatan tradition,

the Gita. That is why Acharya

Mahashraman is popular and

respected among the mass-

es as the Messiah of human-

ity. He is such a saint, for whom

the distinction of sect and

scripture does not become a

hindrance. His programs,

thoughts and discourses are

for the benefit of the common

man. People of every caste,

class, region and sect have

been benefiting from his life-

philosophy and personality.

With the sound of his voice,

someone may fill millions and

crores with the passion of spir-

itual love and make them real-

ize that this universe is not as

much as we have seen - where

there are others ahead of the

stars - in today's era, this voice

is Acharya Mahashraman It's

the same. Mahashramanji has

spoken a lot and is speaking

and the whole world has heard

and is listening - some by tak-

ing heart and some by being

faithful. But his voice is echo-

ing everywhere. But whatev-

er he has said, I think the only

squeeze is that the man should

come to know about his real-

ity. In the evening, when the

clouds bloom with many col-

ors in the sky, I see the move-

ment of emotions, in the waves

of the ocean, in the trees, in

the wind – expressions,

expressions and only expres-

sions. Listening to Acharya

Mahashraman is also like giv-

ing an opportunity to the heart

to pass through many gestures

for innumerable people like me.

This voice is the need of our

time; Acharya Mahashraman

is the need of our time. The

foundation for the construction

of Acharya Mahashraman is

not based on luck, but with self-

confidence, effort, dedication

and brilliant determination. We

should become conscious in

making the dreams of society

and nation come true, this is

the inspiration of Acharya

Mahashraman and it is aus-

picious and preferable for us

to make this inspiration the goal

of life. This can solve problems

like the peasant movement and

other problems of the nation.

- Lalit Garg

Above All..
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Ahimsa Yatra : Strong Medium to Become A
Powerful Nation

Udaipur: In the Pacific

Center of Neuro Sciences of

the Pacific Medical College and

Hospital, the patient suffering

from a brain hemorrhage was

given a new life by inserting

the first contour device of

South Rajasthan in the artery.

In this patient's contour device

placement, brain and paraly-

sis specialist Dr. Atulabh

Bajpai, Dr. Ramakant, Dr.

Akhilesh, Dr. Alok, Dr. Chandra

Shekhar, and the team were

supported.

A 47-year-old woman res-

ident of Nathdwara was

brought to the Pacific Center

of NeuroScience by the fam-

ily members due to severe

brain pain, vomiting, and ner-

vousness. Where the patient

was shown brain and paraly-

sis specialist, Dr. Atulabh

Bajpai, on examination, brain

hemorrhage was found in the

patient's brain. 

A largemouth balloon was

found in the vein of the brain

after angiography of the brain

by recruiting the woman. 

The woman was also suf-

fering from high blood pres-

sure for the past year, but she

was not taking regular treat-

ment.

Brain and paralysis spe-

cialist Dr. Atulabh Bajpai told

that the wide triangle of mouth

found in angiography of the

brain needed to be closed to

prevent it from bursting but the

treatments for closing the bal-

loon included coiling, clipping,

No means of stand assistant

coiling, flow diverter, etc. was

possible.

Dr. Vajpayee clarified that

the latest technology for the

treatment of the patient was

done by the Contour Device,

which was done for the first

time in Udaipur and for the

second time in Rajasthan.

Significantly, the Contour

device is used to treat intracra-

nial aneurysms. The Contour

is an umbrella-like device that

dilates and obstructs the flow

of blood in and out of the

aneurysm. Also, the patient

does not have to take blood

thinners.

PMCH Chairman Rahul

Agarwal says that better equip-

ment, technology, and reliable

team are important for better

treatment, which is available

in Pacific Hospital. The patients

are now completely healthy.
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Contour Device Placement for cerebral artery disorder 

Dedicated  kulgeet of
Sangam University to people 

Bhilwara:Sangam University's much-awaited Kulgeet was

dedicated to people on the auspicious occasion of Navratri

establishment by University Vice-Chancellor Professor

Karunesh Saxena, Registrar Professor Rajeev Mehta, IQAC

Incharge Dr. Preeti Mehta, and author of Kulgeet by Dr.

Awadhesh Kumar Johri.

This Kul geet was released in the presence of the deputy

deans of various schools, all the faculty, staff. The public rela-

tions officer of the uni-

versity, Lt. Rajkumar Jain

told that the program was

started by Ghatasthapana

and Navratri pooja t was

started by the chants of

Pandit Ji Sitaram Sharma.

After the hard work of

the last 4 months, this total song came to light! Vice-Chancellor

Professor Karunesh Saxena said in his speech that, "Kul geet

is as good as national anthem Today this sacred occasion, It

is a matter of joy that Navratri is being started on the auspi-

cious day of establishment. Professor Rajeev Mehta, Registrar

of Sangam University, while expressing his views about the

Kulgeet, said that along with the introductory explanation of

the university under the Kulgeet, the purpose of the univer-

sity should also come, for this purpose,

Dr. Avadhesh Kumar Johri, the program director and the

author of the song, said, "This song is a unique achievement

of my academic professional! Deputy Registrar BL Pareek,

Dr. Harish Nagar, Dr. Rakesh Bhandari, Dr. Vinesh Agarwal,

Dr. Vibhor Paliwal, Dr. Rajneesh Sharma, Dr. Jyoti Dashora,

Dr. Vikas Somani, Dr. Archana Agarwal, Dr. Seema Kabra,

Dr. Shweta Bohra, Shalu Agarwal, Surbhi Birla Poonam

Chauhan, etc. were present.

Talks on Breast Cancer

Udaipur: Rotary Club of Udaipur Panna and Being

ManavUdaipur organized a special talk on breast cancer in the

field club in collaboration with Geetanjali Medical College and

Hospital. In which Pediatric and Adult Hemato Oncologist Dr.

Renu Mishra of Geetanjali Medical College and Hospital dis-

cussed the causes and treatment of breast cancer.Dr. Mishra

explained breast cancer in detail in a very new way. More than

50 women participated. Club President Rajesh Sharma,

Assistant Governor Tarika Bhanupratap Singh, Project

Chairperson Fatima Shabbir, Captain Divya Murdia of Being

Manav Udaipur, Senior Manager Marketing, Alok Sharma of

Geetanjali Medical College and Hospital, Sunita Singhvi,

Charter Secretary, BeingManav, Udaipur Rimjhim Sharma, Sania

Prajapati, Nisha Gharu, Sonali Singh Chauhan, Anjali Rajwania

were present.

Pacific MBA students
know the dimensions

of modern banking
Udaipur: (Dr. Munesh Arora) A two-day certification pro-

gram on the topic 'Modern Banking Operations and Practices'

was organized for the students studying in the Faculty of

Management, Pacific University. Dean Prof. Mahima Birla said

that the college has been organizing such programs from time

to time to give practical knowledge of various business fields

to MBA students and to increase their employability. Such work-

shops are helpful in the skill development of the students.

Program Coordinator Dr. Kulwinder Kaur informed that in

the various sessions in the certification program, the partici-

pants were given detailed infor-

mation about all the aspects of

the modern banking system.

In the first session, Resource

Person Dr. Narendra Singh

Chavda told that types of bank

accounts, various facilities

available in the bank, internet

banking, types of cards like pre-

paid cards, debit cards, credit cards, etc., payment methods

like IMPS., RTGS, NEFT. , Bank Pay, Google Pay, BHIM UPI,

Digital Modes of Payment and Mobile App, Aadhaar Based

Payment System, QR. Code-based payment method etc.

explained in detail. He also gave information about the mobile

wallet, mobile banking. In the second session, Resource

Person, IndusInd Bank Branch Manager Prashant Suhalka briefed

the participants about various aspects of banking, financial oper-

ations, products, and services like Home Loan, Car Loan, Personal

Loan, Two Wheeler Loan.

During the workshop, the students were also told about the

increasing use of Artificial Intelligence. 90 students from dif-

ferent universities participated in the workshop. The partici-

pating students said in their response that the program was

very useful for them. 

Dr. Divya – Choudhary stood
first National Menopause Quiz 

Udaipur: Dr. Divya Choudhary, Obstetrician and Gynecologist,

Geetanjali Medical College and Hospital has received the pres-

tigious "Dr. Ratnabali Chakraborty First Prize" in the "National

Menopause Quiz" organized under the 26th National Conference

in Varanasi. All the staff expressed their best wishes to Dr.

Divya.

Saarthi Trust challenges the amendment of Marriage Act in High Court,
pleads to save Rajasthan from becoming child marriage hub

Organized Second
Inter College

Undergraduate Quiz
Competition

Udaipur: Teams from all six medical col-
leges of Udaipur participated in the 'Second
Inter College Undergraduate Quiz Competition'
organized by the Department of Community
Medicine on the occasion of World Mental Health
Day 2021. The welcome address in the pro-
gram was delivered by Dr. Mukul Dixit. The
guest of honor in the program was Dr. FS Mehta,
Vice-Chancellor, Geetanjali University, and
the chief guest was Dr. Narendra Mogra, Dean. 

The quiz was successfully conducted by

Dr. Medha Mathur and Dr. Anjana Verma. The

judges of the program were Dr. Navgeet

Mathur, Dr. Manu Sharma, and Dr. Shanti Shree.

Other dignitaries present were Dr. Hemlata

Mittal, Dr. Yogesh, Dr. Jignasa, and faculty mem-

bers from other colleges. The team of RNT

Medical College was the winner in the com-

petition. Dr. Jyoti Jain conducted the program

and Dr. Hemlata proposed a vote of thanks.
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